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Following an invitation from Vice-President Kroes of the European Commission Hyves
signed up in December 2011 to join the CEO Coalition to make the Internet a Better Place for
Children. Following the Statement of Purpose we have together with the other 30 signatories
worked towards concrete measures on 5 Actions in 2011-2012.
Hyves is a social network that focusses on Dutch youth. Hence, safety and privacy are
important subjects. To create awareness on safe use of social media amongst the younger
users we developed an educational method which teachers can implement in their classes free
of charge. In order to achieve transparency regarding personal information, we created a
webpage where users see what information we collect from users and where we use it for at any
given time.

Hyves has implemented the outcomes of the CEO Coalition process as follows;
Action 1 Simple and robust reporting tools for users
According to the Statement of Purpose the vision is to deliver robust mechanisms for
reporting content and contacts that seem harmful to kids. These should be available across
specific online services and devices, covering clear and commonly understood reporting
categories, while avoiding regulatory double jeopardy in areas regulated by other means.


[Actions, recommendations and examples of good practice]



Hyves has already optimised their flagging system in order to detect and react on
abuse faster and precisely.



Hyves will in 2013 keep evaluating and optimising the system, we will also keep track
of the innovations in this field.

Action 2 Age appropriate privacy settings
The Statement of Purpose says that privacy is a universally applicable right, and is especially
strongly defined for minors. In any area of human activity, default-setting for data
management has a significant influence on the behaviour and practices of individuals of all
ages. Our vision is to manage default age-appropriate settings for kids in ways that ensure
they are as safe as is reasonably possible.


[Actions, recommendations and examples of good practice]



Hyves has already a large set of business rules that excludes minors from specific
content, such as advertising for alcohol or candy. Besides that, on request of the CEO

coalition, we made an adjustment to our private messaging feature, which makes it no
longer possible for 18+ to contact a minor without being friends. Also minors are
excluded from our search feature when no name is entered.


Hyves will in 2013 keep evaluating which content such as marketing/advertising
messages but also new features are appropriate for under aged.

Action 3 Wider Use of Content Classification
The Statement of Purpose refers to the many successful existing and on-going initiatives,
including PEGI and other age-rating systems, and content classification systems already wellestablished in certain sectors and countries. Our vision is to ensure that there is a
comprehensive network of content classification, so that such information is available,
wherever needed, to children and their families.


[Actions, recommendations and examples of good practice]



Hyves has already optimised their flagging system, which includes more detailed
explanation on how this reporting works. Further, we added a version of our Terms of
Use in a language that is comprehensible for under aged.



Hyves will in 2013 provide users with detailed information where necessary whenever
a new feature is launched.

Regarding classification, this is not relevant for us, as our website focusses only on youth.
Action 4 Wider Availability and use of parental controls
In the Statement of Purpose it is stated a commitment to empowering parents to manage
children’s engagement online. Our vision is to generate broader and more effective use of
parental control tools, providing choices in the settings and features of specific products and
services. This may include default steps depending on the evidence of relative effectiveness of
the solutions. Such tools need to be simple to configure, as well as effective. They will be
placed in appropriate locations in devices and services, and will be promoted in such a way
that they achieve the widest possible take-up. We are committed to measuring our progress
and to sharing more proactively our findings.


[Actions, recommendations and examples of good practice]



Hyves has already got a dedicated Community Management / helpdesk in place, with
experienced people handling every individual case personally and with care. This team
works seven days a week, also in evenings. Parents can address every concern they
might have, for example if parents request taking down their childs profile page, we
respond to that request immediately and delete the page.



Hyves will in 2013 look into opportunities to enhance information flow to parents.

Action 5 Effective takedown of child abuse material
According to the Statement of Purpose the signatories are committed to doing all within their
power, including by proactive steps, to remove from the internet child sex abuse material, in
addition to necessary measures defined in the Directive on combating sexual abuse, sexual
exploitation of children and child pornography.


[Actions, recommendations and examples of good practice]



Hyves has already implemented a tool which detects nudity in order to fight
inappropriate content on the website. Each content item on our website contains a flag
option, which is addressed daily by our moderation team.



Hyves will in 2013 explore the possibility to implement a software tool in order to
detect abusive content, also with regards to our notice & take-down policy.

